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D8-601(%)
Polystyrene/Methacrylate Styrene (PS/MS), "KIBILITE", furnished as sheets or finished parts

| Component: Polystyrene/Methacrylate Styrene (PS/MS), "KIBILITE", furnished as sheets or finished parts |
|------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Color | Min. Thik (mm) | Flame Class | HWI | HAI | RTI Elec | RTI Imp | RTI Str |
| WT    | 1.5            | HB           | -   | -   | 50       | 50     | 50   |
|       | 2.0-2.2        | HB           | -   | -   | 50       | 50     | 50   |

- Comparative Tracking Index (CTI): -
- Dielectric Strength (KV/mm): -
- High-Voltage Arc Tracking Rate (HVTR): -
- Dimensional Stability (%): -

- May be replaced by one alphanumeric to indicate the microstructure of finished parts.

ANSI/UL 94 small-scale test data does not pertain to building materials, furnishings and related contents. ANSI/UL 94 small-scale test data is intended solely for determining the flammability of plastic materials used in the components and parts of end-product devices and appliances, where the acceptability of the combination is determined by UL.
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